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Thesis Publication
Finding a New Center: A Study of Neo-Industrial America

Globalization moved manufacturing in America overseas, leaving the middle of the country with forgotten industrial zones.
As a result, the edges of the country, with greater access to international markets, have flourished, creating a distinct
divide between the middle and the edge. Moving out of the post-industrial era into the current age of the neo-industrial,
revitalization of the middle can occur by reintroducing industry utilizing previous skill sets needed for agriculture and
manufacturing. We are arguing that the center of the United States can be made relevant again through the programmatic
revitalization of post-industrial sites. The Mississippi River is historically one of America’s biggest connective systems,
spanning the entire height of the country from Mexico to Canada. Post-industrial era cities along the Mississippi River,
such as Minneapolis, St. Louis, and New Orleans, have suffered from economic decline, unemployment spikes, population
decreases, and a lack of production that continues today. By introducing a new industrial program, the middle of the
country can be revitalized. Cannabis, both hemp and marijuana, is a growing industry that primarily exists on the edges of
the country; stimulating economies, creating tax revenue, and decreasing unemployment. St. Louis, located in the middle
of the river system, has high potential for revitalization, both on a local scale, due to high levels of layoffs and relocation of
industrial headquarters, as well as on the larger scale of the territory. The intervention that we are creating in St. Louis is
representative of what could occur along the whole river. Our proposed intervention of the cannabis industry will create a
large scale impact, not only through agriculture but also through branching into retail, food services, and medical research.
Because cannabis can bolster many subsequent industries, we are proposing a multifaceted complex that can be inserted
into the existing urban fabric. The site along the Mississippi will act as an urban hub that connects to the suburban and
rural sites.
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Introduction
The Center of the United States can be Made Relevant Again Through Programmatic Revitalization of Post-industrial Sites

Figure 1. Globalization Collage

Globalization moved manufacturing in America
overseas, leaving the middle of the country with
forgotten industrial zones. As a result of globalization,
the edges of the country, with greater access to
international markets, have flourished, creating a
distinct divide between the middle and the edge.
Moving out of the post-industrial era into the current
age of the neo-industrial, revitalization can occur
by reintroducing industry utilizing previous skill sets
needed for agriculture and manufacturing. We are
arguing that the center of the United States can
be made relevant again through the programmatic
revitalization of post-industrial sites.
The Mississippi River is historically one of America’s
biggest connective systems, spanning the entire height
of the country from Mexico to Canada. The cities that
line the river were manufacturing and agricultural
hubs, tied into a greater system through the river. By
looking at Minneapolis, St. Louis, and New Orleans,
which housed three of the main industries along the
river (flour, freight ,and hydroelectricity) we were
able to emblematically study the larger system and
how it operates in the post-industrial era, and can
transition to the neo-industrial. In the post-industrial
Alternative Urbanisms

era these cities have suffered from economic decline,
unemployment spikes, population decreases, and
a lack of production that continues today. St. Louis,
located in the middle of the river system, has high
potential for revitalization, both on a local scale as well
as the larger scale of the territory. The intervention
that we are creating in St. Louis is representative of
what could occur along the whole river.
Revitalizing the forgotten industrial spaces with a
new mode of production will give these areas an
opportunity for economic expansion that would
make the middle of the country relevant once again.
Cannabis, both hemp and marijuana, is a growing
industry that primarily exists on the edges of the
country; stimulating economies, creating tax revenue,
and decreasing unemployment. On the industrial scale,
hemp can be used for textiles, food production, and
biofuels. By using this as a rotating crop within the
existing agricultural infrastructure, along with corn
and soybeans, this can greatly reduce soil degradation,
which is common in the Midwest due to industrial
farming. Marijuana is a smaller scale industry, but has
the opportunity to become larger through medical
research grants from universities and pharmaceutical
7

companies.
Hemp is grown in typical agricultural field conditions
that exist in rural areas, whereas marijuana is grown
in greenhouses, which can occur in any area. With our
abandoned post-industrial site along the Mississippi
River acting as the hub, the marijuana greenhouses
located in abandoned suburban plots, and the hemp
production in nearby rural fields, we can bridge the gap
between typologies.
The absence of industry that was once so prevalent
and embedded in the social aspects of the community,
left a void that caused a lack of hope and security
that perforated into all aspects of life. Our proposed
intervention of this new industry will create a large
scale impact, not only through agriculture but also
through branching into retail, food services, and
medical research.
Because cannabis can bolster many subsequent
industries, we are proposing a multifaceted complex
that can be inserted into the existing urban fabric. The
site along the Mississippi will act as an urban hub that
connects to the suburban and rural sites.

Minneapolis

Post-industrial
Mississippi River
Center v. Edge

St. Louis
New Orleans
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Revitalization

Existing
Conditions
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Local
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Manufacturing

National

Figure 2. Thought Diagram
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PROJECT

LOCATION

ORIGINAL USE

CURRENT USE

SUMMARY

Bethlehem, PA

Steel Factory

Casino/Resort

Ruin Porn

San Francisco, CA

Ferry Port

Market

Disney-fication

Hamburg, Germany

Empty Site

Center for Science

Connective Port

Cape Town, South Africa

Grain Silo Complex

Museum

Mono-program

The Highline

New York, NY

Central Railway

Elevated Linear
Park

Disney-fication

Empire Stores

Brooklyn, NY

Civil War Storage
Warehouse

Mixed-use

Synthesize &
Preserve

Sands Casino

San Francisco
Ferry Building

Hamburg Science
Center

Zeitz Museum of
Contemporary Arts

Figure 3. Precedent Matrix
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We mapped out our intentions and thought process starting with our main concepts of post-industrial and the center
vs. the edges with our claim that the center of the country has been left behind because of globalization. This resulted
in our selection of the Mississippi River territory as a system and the affects that globalization had on it. From there we
selected three key cities: Minneapolis, St. Louis, and New Orleans. We chose these cities because they have various major
industries from the industrial time including grain production, transportation systems, and energy production. We are
claiming that these cities can be revitalized programatically using existing conditions from the previous industries like
agriculture and manufacturing. The program selected to revitalize is cannabis, which will help to economically stimulate
the region at both a local and national scale.
We created a catalog of precedents of attempted reuse. In studying these projects we found that most were not successful
at revitalizing their sites. Instead they simply inserted an unrelated program or caricaturized the former industrial zone.
This resulted in a sense of nostalgia, but not effective renewal. We looked at them programatically, contextually, and
aesthetically, evaluating based on their regard/disregard of heritage. The Empire Stores and the Hamburg Science Center
were classified as the most successful of the studies. Empire Stores was successful in its regard of previous program,
however the aesthetics still hinted at nostalgia. The Hamburg Science Center by OMA was the most successful because of
it’s consideration of the heritage of the site at a large scale with its history of connectivity. It also reflected heritage at the
building scale with the shipping container module.
Following our study of reuse projects we began to analyze post-industrial zones across the United States and created a
matrix to organize the selected sites. The unifying factor between all of the selected is that they’re all along a body of
water because we are interested in the overarching connective system that this creates. We selected examples from all
contexts (urban, rural, suburban), building typologies, and industry types to understand the full spectrum of industry in
America.

Alternative Urbanisms
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The Sands Casino in Bethlehem, PA was a steel mill that has since been converted into a casino. This creates a caricature
of the steel mill in a completely disney like manner, only having elements that give the sense of its industrial past, but
overemphasized aesthetics (the giant sign).

Figure 4. Sands Casino
Sands Casino, RTKL Associates, Bethlehem, PA, 2009
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The Ferry Building in San Francisco, CA was a hub for ferry transportation along the bay and fell into disrepair after the
Golden Gate and Bay Bridges were completed. Automotive access became the major mode of transportation into the city.
After years of being empty, a farmers market was inserted into the existing space, completely devoid of any relationship to
the past.

Figure 5. Ferry Building
Ferry Building, SMWM | Baldauf Catton Von Eckartsberg | Page & Turnbull, San Francisco, CA, 2003
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The Highline is a modern example of ruin porn turned mainstream tourist trap. The former connectivity that this track
system had is now reduced to the instagrammable.

Figure 6. The High Line
The Highline, James Corner, New York City, NY, 2009
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The Zeitz Museum of Contemporary Art of Africa (MOCAA) is a former grain silo that now hosts gallery spaces for
contemporary art. This insertion doesn’t relate to the heritage of the site and reduces its richness by making it a monoprogrammed space.

Figure 7. The Zeita Museum of Contemporary Art of Africa
Zeitz Museum of Contemporary Art Africa, Thomas Heatherwick, Cape Town, South Africa, 2017
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OMA’s Hamburg Science Center in Germany sits on the industrial port and creates a connection between multiple parts of
the city and acknowledges the port’s innovative heritage.

Figure 8. Hamburg Science Center
Hamburg Science Center, OMA, Hamburg, Germany, 2008
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Empire Store creates a makerspace in a former industrial zone, keeping the former nature of the site alive, but rejuvenated
for the modern maker.

Figure 9. Empire Stores
Empire Store, Studio V, New York City, NY, 2013
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CITY

CONTEXT

WATER TYPE

NEW ORLEANS, LA

Urban

Mississippi

SEATTLE, WA

Urban

Duwamish Waterway

MEMPHIS, TN

Urban

Mississippi

BIDDEFORD, ME

Suburban

Saco River

KINGS MILLS, OH

Rural

Little Miami River

BUFFALO, NY

Urban

Buffalo River

Suburban

Galveston Bay

DETROIT, MI

Urban

Detroit River

PITTSBURGH, PA

Urban

Monongahela River

ST. LOUIS, MO

Urban

Mississippi

HOLYOKE, MA

Suburban

Conn. River

Urban

Mississippi

TEXAS CITY, TX

MINNEAPOLIS, MI
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INDUSTRY

REGION

COMPANY

ABANDONED?

Power Plant

South

Market St Power Plant

Yes

Flour

Pacific Northwest

Fisher Mill

Yes

Tires/Blacksmith

South

Firestone

Yes

Textiles

Northeast

Mixed Use

Partially

Ammunition

Midwest

Peters Cartridge Co.

Yes

Grain Silos

Northeast

American Malting Co.

Partially

Oil/Gas Refinery

Southeast

Valero Marathon

No

Automobiles

Midwest

Ford Motor Co.

No

Steel

Midwest

Carrie Furnace

Yes

Freight

South

Unknown

Yes

Paper

Northeast

Unknown

Yes

Flour Mill

Midwest

Gold Metal Flour

Yes

Figure 10. Post-industrial Cities Matrix
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The Mississippi River

Figure 11. Mississippi River and Tributaries

After studying many post-industrial cities across
America, we selected the Mississippi River as our
territory of investigation. We are particularly interested
in the Mississippi River because of its prominence
during the industrial era and the connective system
that it creates.
This river was once one of the most trafficked
waterways in the US and was essential in the spread
of industry and western expansion. With access to
the plains region of the country, America was able
to produce massive amounts of grains and other
agricultural products and transport them with ease.
Goods were transported on down bound and upbound routes connecting the United States as a whole
as well as all of North America. With the construction
of the Erie Canal, its relevance grew even further.
However, with advances in technology in regards to
infrastructure, the need for the waterway diminished.
These new infrastructures included railroads, highways,
and planes.
The physical river has gone through many course
changes throughout history. These have been
dictated by flooding and expansion of its tributaries.
Alternative Urbanisms

Throughout our research we studied the maps of
Harold Fisk which tracked the path of the physical river
from 1700 - 1944 compared to the current path of
the river. Upon studying this course change it became
evident why the major cities are positioned in the
places they are along the river, many on higher land to
protect against flooding. The major floods that have
occurred throughout history have been detrimental
to the cities, causing displacement of people, major
infrastructure damage, and an overall negative impact
on their economies.
In our argument of the center vs. the edge, we are
defining the center as the Mississippi River and
the edges as any territory that has access to global
expansion. In the industrial era, the center, and the
Mississippi River in particular, was a booming industrial
hub. Through globalization, the traffic of industry that
existed in the center moved overseas, leaving the
center abandoned. Their economies directly relied on
manufacturing and agriculture. With the United States
now outsourcing for much cheaper prices, the cities
along the Mississippi have not been able to recover
economically. As business left, layoffs increased and
economic stability decreased.
21

Looking at three major hubs along the Mississippi,
Minneapolis, St. Louis, and New Orleans, we were
able to compare their economic paths and how they
were shaped by the river. We chose these cities
because they had the main industries along the
river (flour, freight ,and hydroelectricity) so we were
able to emblematically study the larger system and
how it operates in the post-industrial era, and can
transition to the neo-industrial. In the post-industrial
era these cities have suffered from economic decline,
unemployment spikes, population decreases, and
a lack of production that continues today. St. Louis,
located in the middle of the river system, has high
potential for revitalization, both on a local scale as well
as the larger scale of the territory. The intervention
that we are creating in St. Louis is representative of
what could occur along the whole river.

HANGES
OURSE
SISSIPPI
RIVER CHANGES
COURSE
RIVER COURSE
CHANGES
CHANGES

PRESENT

PRESENT
1944

1880
1820

1765
1700

Figure 12. Mississippi River Course Change Based on Harold Fisk’s Analysis
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30%

24%

Sand

Fer�lizer
15%

Salt

17%

14%

Gravel

Cement

Upbound Commodi�es

57%

Flour
7%

Asphalt
30%

6%

Potash

Corn & Soybeans

Downbound Commodi�es

Figure 13. Infrastructure: Up-bound and Down bound Commodities
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Infrastructure progressed to the railroad system, greatly reducing the significance of the Mississippi. Goods were able to
be transported across state lines, regardless of water access, which opened up access to goods and transportation across
the country.

Figure 14. Infrastructure: Railroads
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The next progression was highways and interstates. These further lessened the importance/need of the Mississippi
because more and more people had personal vehicles that allowed them quicker access to goods and to travel a wider
range.

Figure 15. Infrastructure: Highways and Interstates
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This map shows the airflow over America, the fastest form of travel, that applies to both goods and people. Jet engines
allow goods from not only across the country, but from all over the world in a matter of hours instead of days, much faster
than the traditional river travel.

Figure 16. Infrastructure: Airplanes
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Looking at the US with all of the transportation advances, this map highlights the connectivity of America regardless of the
Mississippi River, making it the least relevant it’s ever been.

Figure 17. Infrastructure: Combined
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We narrowed the scope further to focus on three of the major cities along the Mississippi River: Minneapolis, St. Louis,
and New Orleans. The Minneapolis site is an abandoned flour mill, with a campus-like organization. The St. Louis site is an
abandoned, single building, freight depot. The New Orleans site is an abandoned, campus-like, power plant.

Figure 18. Mississippi River Cities
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Minneapolis

St. Louis

New Orleans

Figure 19. Minneapolis
Figure 20. St Louis
Figure 21. New Orleans
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KEY

USA
Mississippi River Flooding

Connective
Transportation
Systems Created

Manufacturing
Industry Growth

1790 - First US census (almost 4 million)
1790 - Naturalization Act says that
unindentured white males must live in the US
for two years before becoming citizens

Economic Growth/Crisis
War & Impact of War

1793 - Eli Whitney invents the cotton gin

Immigra�on

1795 - Naturalization Act of 1790 is amended
and extends the residency requirement to five
years

Transporta�on & Connec�vity
New Innova�on

Industry Change
Movement of Industry
Legisla�on (Laws & Government)

Environmental

1852 - Wells Fargo founded (providing mail,
freight, transportation, and banking services)

1875 - Specie Resumption Act (paper money is
the legal tender, no longer only gold and silver)

1856 - Henry Bessemer invents the Bessemer
Process for mass production of steel

1877 - Great Railroad Strike, Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad

1857 - Panic of 1857 (caused by Failure of the
Ohio Life Insurance and Trust Company burst a
European speculative bubble in United States'
railroads and caused a loss of confidence in
American banks)

1879 - Thomas Edison invents the incandescent
light bulb, allowing factories to remain open
after dark

1815-1821 - Post War of 1812 depression

1861-1865 - Civil War (caused deflation but also
gains because of manufacturing)
1865 - Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution abolishes slavery
1866 - National Labor Union founded

1881 - McCormick invents the mechanical
harvester
1882 - Immigration Act of 1882 passes and
imposes a tax on immigrants and bans
convicts, lunatics, idiots and potential future
criminals from entering the U.S.

1869 - Transcontinental Railroad completed

1882 Chinese Exclusion Act bans Chinese
laborers from entering the country for ten years
and denies Chinese immigrants the path to
citizenship

1869 - Black Friday, 9/24, gold panic was
caused by 2 speculators, Gould and Fisk, also
called the Gold Ring, to corner the gold market
on the New York Gold Exchange

1884 - Panic of 1884, caused by gold reserves in
Europe depleting, and NYC national banks
halted investments in the US and called in
outstanding loans (failures)

1831 - Cyrus McCormick invents the mechanical reaper

1870 Fifteenth Amendment of the Constitution
adopted

1836 - American Stock Exchange Founded

1870 - Rockefeller Incorporates Standard Oil

1886 - Haymarket Riot, a rally in Chicago for
striking workers from McCormick Harvester
Works, ended violently and cast a shadow on
unions

1817 - New York Stock Exchange is founded
1817 - Erie Canal construction begins
1820 - US Industrial Revolution begins
1825 - Erie Canal construction ends
1830 - 1st American Steam Locomotive
Completed

1837 - Panic of 1837, caused by bank failures,
lack of confidence in the paper currency,
tightening of English Credit, crop failures and
Jacksonian policy

1869 - Colored National Labor Union formed

1872 - Carnegie Imitates Bessemer Steel
1872 Crédit Mobilier Scandal, government
officials received free stock to protect a railroad
construction company from investigation for
financial irregularities

1886 - American Federation of Labor is formed
1888 - Scott Act passes, which amends the
Chinese Exclusion Act and bans Chinese workers from re-entering the US after they leave

Great
Mississippi
Flood of 1927

Great
Depression

World War II

1890 - Sherman Anti-Trust Act Passes, limits
monopolies
1892 - Homestead Steel Strike, Carnegie Steel
plant shuts down during a strike after failed
negotiations with unions
1892 - Geary Act passes, strengthens the
Chinese Exclusion Act by requiring Chinese
laborers to carry a resident permit at all times
and failure to do so could result in deportation
or hard labor, and extends the ban on Chinese
becoming citizens for another 10 years

Major
Population
Decline

9/11

2010

2000

1990

1980

1970

1960

1950

1940

1930

1920

1910

1900

1890

1880

1870

1873 - Panic of 1873,caused by the failure of Jay
Cooke & Company, the largest bank in the
United States
1873 - Coinage Act, made silver not able to be
considered full US tender because of the low
price of silver, placing the US on the gold
standard

1803 - Louisiana Purchase

1812 - War of 1812, caused an economic rise
because of wartime manufacturing

Popula�on Growth/Diminish

1846 - Elias Howe invents the sewing machine
1846-1848 - Mexican-American War (economic
rise due to manufacturing and gaining new
territories)
1847 - New Hampshire enacts first state 10
hour-day law

1801 - Eli Whitney demonstrates
Interchangeable Parts

1811 - The first steamboat sails the Mississippi
River

Economic Rise/Fall

1844 - Samuel Morse invents the telegraph

World War I

1875 - Page Act passed as US’s first exclusionary
act, banning criminals, prostitutes, and Chinese
contract laborers from entering the country

1807 - Robert Fulton starts the first successful
steamboat

Development & Construc�on

Peak of
Manufacturing Industry

1853 - Elisha Otis invents the elevator safety
break

1796 - Panic of 1796 caused by global decline
after French Revolutionary Wars

Unions (Riots)

1860

1850

1840

1830

1820

1810

USA

The Recession

1911 - Triangle Shirtwaist factory fire in New
York kills nearly 150 workers

1943 - Chinese Exclusion Repeal Act allows
Chinese workers to immigrate to the US

1912 - Bread and Roses strike begun by immigrant women in Lawrence, Massachusetts,
ended with 23,000 men, women and children
on strike and with as many as 20,000 on the
picket line

1945 - WWII ends
1947 - International Organization for
Standardization Founded
1947 - Taft-Hartley Act restricts union members’
activities

1913 - Sixteenth Amendment is ratified,
income tax

1948 - Federal Water Pollution Control Act

1913 - Federal Reserve Act

1950-1953 - Korean War

1892 - Ellis Island opens

1913 - Assembly line by Henry Ford

1953 - First CAD Software Created

1893 - Panic of 1893, caused by failures of the
US Reading Railroad and withdrawal of European investment that led to a stock market and
banking collapse and a run on the gold supply

1914 - Clayton Antitrust Act (limits for
companies)

1894 - Pullman Strike, workers employed at the
Pullman Company in Chicago strike, and
crushed by federal troops
1896 - Panic of 1896, caused by deflation and a
drop in silver
1898 - Spanish-American War, gained annexed
Puerto Rico, the Philippines, and Guam
1898 - Erdman Act prohibits discrimination
against railroad workers because of union
membership
1901 - Panic of 1901 (caused by first crash of
New York Stock Exchange)

1917-1918 - WWI (us involvement) (rise
because of manufacturing)
1924 - National Origins Act reduces the number
of immigrants entering the U.S. each year to
165,000 and the US Border Patrol is created
1926 - Railway Labor Act sets up procedures to
settle railway labor disputes and forbids
discrimination against union members
1929 - Stock market crash
1932 - Glass-Steagall Act is passed by Congress,
prohibiting commercial banks from engaging
in risky investment business

1955 - National Air Pollution Control Act
1956 - Unemployment Assistance Act
1961- Bay of Pigs Invasion
1963 - Equal Pay Act bans wage discrimination
based on gender
1963 Clean Air Act
1964 - Civil Rights Act bans institutional forms
of racial discrimination
1964 - Economic Opportunity Act
1964 - Social Security Act (Medicare/Medicaid)
Great Society Programs
1965-1973 - Vietnam War
1970 - Occupational Safety and Health Act
(OSHA) Introduced

1933 - Emergency Banking Act, establishing
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp

1973 - Oil Crisis

1903 - Women’s Trade Union League formed at
the AFL convention

1933-1935 - New Deal programs: Social Security Act, National Labor Relations Act

1976 - Apple is founded

1903 - Wright brothers make the first powered
airplane flight

1935 - Banking Act that lets the Fed use
monetary policy to stabilize economy

1981 - First PC Introduced

1941 - WWII starts (US engagement) caused an
economic boom from the wartime
manufacturing

1990-1991 - Gulf War
1994 - NAFTA signed
1999 - Glass-Steagall Act repealed

1942 - Jet engines developed

2001 - 9/11

1942 - The Bracero Program fixed the shortage
of farm workers during WWII by hiring Mexican
workers

2008 - Great Recession

1907 - Panic of 1907 (caused by a run on Knickerbocker Trust Company- 2nd largest bank)
1908 - First Car Manufacturing in the United
States (Ford)
1909 - “Uprising of the 20,000” female shirtwaist makers in New York strike against sweatshop conditions

1973 - Industrial Robots Introduced
1979 - Oil Crisis

2001-present - War in Afghanistan
2003-2011 - Iraq War

Figure 21. Economic Effects on Population Timeline
ST. LOUIS

1803 - Missouri becomes a state with the Louisiana Purchase
1823 - St. Louis is incorporated as a city
1825 - First steamboat arrived (Zebulm M. Pike)
and makes St. Louis the northernmost navigable
port for large riverboats, creating a bustling inland
port
1842 - Adam Lemp immigrates from Germany and
introduces larger beer. By 1954 there are 25 breweries and 40 by 1860.
1949 - Cholera epidemic killed almost 5,000 people
leading to a new sewer system and the draining of
mill ponds. Cemeteries were moved to the outskirts
to reduce groundwater contamination.
1840-1860 - Immigration explosion (predominantly
Germans and Irish)
1857 - Supreme Court ruled that slaves couldn’t be

1894 - Union Station opened and more railroads
met in St. Louis than any other city
1904 - World’s Fair: Louisiana Purchase Exposition
took place, celebrating the 100th anniversary of the
Louisiana Purchase. 20 million visitors and exhibits
from 43 countries over seven months. New inventions
including the ice cream cone and iced tea
1916 - Residential segregation ordinance passed
which limited the ability of white owners to sell to
African Americans
1917 - East St. Louis riot
1919 - Nationwide prohibition of alcohol brought
losses to the St. Louis brewing industry
1927 - Charles Lindbergh flies across the Atlantic non
stop in an airplane called “Spirit of St. Louis” and
departs from Lambert Field in St. Louis
1928 - City of St. Louis purchased the airport from

1981 - Election of Governor Vincent Schloemehl
1982 - Operation Brightside beautification through
planting and graffiti cleanup
1984 - Operation SafeStreet safety program
blocked access to certain streets and provided low
cost security measures to homeowners. Crime
declined
1985 - Union station is rehabbed and reopened as a
festival marketplace
1991 - Tax reform slowed growth considerably
The Great Mississippi River flood detracted from
urban revitalization efforts
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NEW ORLEANS
1812 - Louisiana becomes 18th state
1825 - Erie Canal connects Great Lakes with
Hudson River. Louisville and Portland Canal circum-

1890 - Purification and distribution brings the city to
the modern age of municipal water systems
1893 - Streetcar lines are electrified
1895 - Tulane University attracts well educated
1896 - Drainage system installed to removed runoff,
urban developments spreads toward the lake, public
facilities segregated by race
1899 - Bananas imported from Central America
1900 - Dock board modernized port facilities, civic
improvements, creation of Public Belt Railroad
1905 - New home construction in Lakeview subdivision
1917 - Xavier University founded first black institution
1918 - Dock Board excavated Industrial Canal to

2008 - Wave of people in digital, finance, media,
entertainment, and cultural economy
2011 - Shipbuilding operations halt, bringing new
industrial tenants
2015 - Louisiana becomes 3rd most productive
state in the film industry
MINNEAPOLIS
1787 - The land on the east side of the river
becomes part of the Northwest Territory
1803 - The land on the west side of the river
becomes part of the Louisiana Purchase
1805 - Lieutenant Zebulon Pike negotiates a treaty
with Dakota Indians, to acquire lands that are now
Minneapolis
1819 - Fort Snelling is constructed, encouraging

1870 - Minneapolis is the country’s top
producer of flour
1872 - Minneapolis and St. Anthony merge into
Minneapolis
1874 - First Washburn A Mill opens
1875 - Minneapolis Street Railway company
began (horse drawn carriages) (changed to
Twin City Rapid Transit)
1878 - Washburn A Mill explodes, killing 18
workers and destroying 1/3 of the west side
mill district
1880 - Second Washburn A Mill opens
1881 - Pillsbury A Mill opens, the largest mill in
the world for three decades
1881 - Minneapolis Grain Exchange forms,
regional cash marketplace to promote fair
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Major
Population
Decline

2010

250,000,000

2008

9/11

The Recession

1,000,000

900,000
USA

War & Impact of War

1795 - Naturalization Act of 1790 is amended

and extends the residency requirement to five
700,000
years

Unions (Riots)

Legisla�on (Laws & Government)

1856 - Henry Bessemer invents the Bessemer
Process for mass production of steel

1877 - Great Railroad Strike, Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad

1803 - Louisiana Purchase

1857 - Panic of 1857 (caused by Failure of the
Ohio Life Insurance and Trust Company burst a
European speculative bubble in United States'
railroads and caused a loss of confidence in
American banks)

1879 - Thomas Edison invents the incandescent
light bulb, allowing factories to remain open
after dark

1807 - Robert Fulton starts the first successful
steamboat

Development & Construc�on

500,000

1811 - The first steamboat sails the Mississippi
River

Economic Rise/Fall

1812 - War of 1812, caused an economic rise
because of wartime manufacturing

Popula�on Growth/Diminish

1881 - McCormick invents the mechanical
harvester

1861-1865 - Civil War (caused deflation but also
gains because of manufacturing)
1865 - Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution abolishes slavery

400,000
1815-1821 - Post War of 1812 depression

1866 - National Labor Union founded

1817 - New York Stock Exchange is founded

1869 - Transcontinental Railroad completed

1882 Chinese Exclusion Act bans Chinese
laborers from entering the country for ten years
and denies Chinese immigrants the path to
citizenship

1869 - Black Friday, 9/24, gold panic was
caused by 2 speculators, Gould and Fisk, also
called the Gold Ring, to corner the gold market
on the New York Gold Exchange

1884 - Panic of 1884, caused by gold reserves in
Europe depleting, and NYC national banks
halted investments in the US and called in
outstanding loans (failures)

1869 - Colored National Labor Union formed

1817 - Erie Canal construction begins
1820 - US Industrial Revolution begins
300,000
1825 - Erie Canal construction ends
1830 - 1st American Steam Locomotive
Completed

1870 - Rockefeller Incorporates Standard Oil

1836 - American Stock Exchange Founded

1872 - Carnegie Imitates Bessemer Steel

1837 - Panic of 1837, caused by bank failures,
lack of confidence in the paper currency,
tightening of English Credit, crop failures and
100,000
Jacksonian policy

1872 Crédit Mobilier Scandal, government
officials received free stock to protect a railroad
construction company from investigation for
1825
1823
financial
irregularities

1803

1840

1842

1893 - Panic of 1893, caused by failures of the
US Reading Railroad and withdrawal of European investment that led to a stock market and
banking collapse and a run on the gold supply

1914 - Clayton Antitrust Act (limits for
companies)
1904
1917-1918 - WWI (us involvement) (rise
because of manufacturing)

1891
1890

1956 - Unemployment Assistance Act
1963 - Equal Pay Act bans wage discrimination
based on gender
1963 Clean Air Act
1964 - Civil Rights Act bans institutional forms
of racial discrimination

1926 - Railway Labor Act sets up procedures to
settle railway labor disputes and forbids
discrimination against union members

1964 - Economic Opportunity Act
1964 - Social Security Act (Medicare/Medicaid)
Great Society Programs

1929 - Stock market crash
1932 - Glass-Steagall Act is passed by Congress,
prohibiting commercial banks from engaging
in risky investment business

1965-1973 - Vietnam War
1970 - Occupational Safety and Health Act
(OSHA) Introduced

1933 - Emergency Banking Act, establishing
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp

1973 - Oil Crisis

1903 - Women’s Trade Union League formed at
the AFL convention

1933-1935 - New Deal programs: Social Security Act, National Labor Relations Act

1976 - Apple is founded

1903 - Wright brothers make the first powered
airplane flight

1935 - Banking Act that lets the Fed use
monetary policy to stabilize economy

1981 - First PC Introduced

1907 - Panic of 1907 (caused by a run on Knickerbocker Trust Company- 2nd largest bank)
1908 - First Car Manufacturing in the United
States (Ford)
1909 - “Uprising of the 20,000” female shirtwaist makers in New York strike against sweatshop conditions

1888 - Scott Act passes, which amends the
1849 Exclusion Act and bans Chinese work- 1861
Chinese
1852
ers from re-entering the US after they leave

1955 - National Air Pollution Control Act
1961- Bay of Pigs Invasion

1924 - National Origins Act reduces the number
of 1894
immigrants entering the U.S. each year to
165,000 and the US Border Patrol is created
1893

1898 - Erdman Act prohibits discrimination
against railroad workers because of union
membership
1880
1874 1876
1901 - Panic of 1901 (caused by first crash of
New York Stock Exchange)

1886 - American Federation of Labor is formed

1844

1953 - First CAD Software Created

1898 - Spanish-American War, gained annexed
Puerto Rico, the Philippines, and Guam

1886 - Haymarket Riot, a rally in Chicago for
striking workers from McCormick Harvester
Works, ended violently and cast a shadow on
unions

1870 Fifteenth Amendment of the Constitution
adopted

1831 - Cyrus McCormick invents the mechani200,000
cal reaper

1950-1953 - Korean War

1896 - Panic of 1896, caused by deflation and a
drop in silver

1882 - Immigration Act of 1882 passes and
imposes a tax on immigrants and bans
convicts, lunatics, idiots and potential future
criminals from entering the U.S.

194

1948 - Federal Water Pollution Control Act

1916

1913 - Assembly line by Henry Ford

1894 - Pullman Strike, workers employed at the
Pullman Company in Chicago strike, and
crushed by federal troops

1941

1939

1919
1947 - Taft-Hartley Act restricts union members’
activities

1892 - Ellis Island opens

1973 - Industrial Robots Introduced
1979 - Oil Crisis

1941 - WWII starts (US engagement) caused an
economic boom from the wartime
manufacturing

1990-1991 - Gulf War
1994 - NAFTA signed
1999 - Glass-Steagall Act repealed

1942 - Jet engines developed

2001 - 9/11

1942 - The Bracero Program fixed the shortage
of farm workers during WWII by hiring Mexican
workers

2008 - Great Recession

2001-present - War in Afghanistan
2003-2011 - Iraq War

1857

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

1954 - Pruitt Igoe is built and becomes known as a
failed housing project/ urban renewal / public policy
and was demolished in the 70s
1955 - Renewal bond issued for $110 million to fund
interstate expansions into downtown St. Louis
1817

1820

USA
1893 - The Panic of 1893 and the subsequent
1810

depression made the St. Louis mills less productive and valuable. Flour milling was halved and
most other industries also suffered similar
declines

1965 - Construction of the Gateway Arch
1836 1837
1831
1825
1830
1966 - Busch Memorial
Stadium constructed which
helped to promote revitalization of the business
district. Required demolition of Chinatown, ending
decades of presence of Chinese immigrants
1967 - Highway on Poplar Street Bridge opened to
move traffic from all three expressways over the Mississippi River
1978 - Cervantes convention center constructed

Construction of
the Eerie Canal

KEY

USA
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Economic Growth/Crisis
War & Impact of War
Immigra�on
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Industry Change
Movement of Industry
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Popula�on Growth/Diminish

1844

Connective
Transportation
Systems Created

1890 - Purification and distribution brings the city

to the modern age of municipal water systems
Manufacturing
Industry Growth

1897 - The Lower Dam hydroelectric plant is
built

1856 - Minneapolis Mill Company and St. Anthony
Falls Water Power Company are incorporated by
land owners on each side of the falls

1892

1890

1983 - Worldwide oil crash hits city
2005 - Hurricane Katrina strikes. Catastrophic flooding

1889 - Twin City Rapid Transit begins electrified
street cars

1856 - Village of Minneapolis is incorporated

1970 - Oil and gas boom

2003- Tourism generated 61,000 jobs

1883 - James J. Hill’s Stone Arch Bridge opens,
bringing passenger trains into downtown
Minneapolis

1855 - The first bridge over the Mississippi River
opens

1968 - Major hotels built starts1881
large scale tourism

2006 - “Road Home” program helped Katrina victims
Peak
of
Manufacturing Industry

1882 - The nation's first central hydroelectric
plant begins operating

1838 - A treaty with the Ojibwa opening
settlement east of the Mississippi is ratified

1858 - Water power companies construct a
V-shaped dam to funnel water to each side of the
river
1914
1912
1909
1858 - Minnesota becomes a state
1907
1862 - First railroad
in Minneapolis
1900 1903
1893 1896
1866 - C.C. Washburn builds his first flour mill in
1913
1911
1908
Minneapolis

1917

1870 - “New process” of milling flour by gradual
reduction revolutionizes the industry

1965 - Mississippi river floods 12 ft
2001 - Pillsbury merges with General Mills
2007 - The I-35W Mississippi River Bridge
collapses during rush hour, 13 fatalities and
nearly 150 injuries

1846 - Elias Howe invents the sewing machine

1873 - Panic of 1873,caused by the failure of Jay
Cooke & Company, the largest bank in the
United States

1846-1848 - Mexican-American War (economic
rise due to manufacturing and gaining new
territories)
1847 - New Hampshire enacts first state 10
hour-day law

1873 - Coinage Act, made silver not able to be
considered full US tender because of the low
price of silver, placing the US on the gold
standard

1852 - Wells Fargo founded (providing mail,
freight, transportation, and banking services)

1875 - Specie Resumption Act (paper money is
the legal tender, no longer only gold and silver)

1853 - Elisha Otis invents the elevator safety
break

1875 - Page Act passed as US’s first exclusionary
act, banning criminals, prostitutes, and Chinese
contract laborers from entering the country

1801 - Eli Whitney demonstrates
Interchangeable Parts

1856 - Henry Bessemer invents the Bessemer
Process for mass production of steel

1877 - Great Railroad Strike, Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad

1803 - Louisiana Purchase

1857 - Panic of 1857 (caused by Failure of the
Ohio Life Insurance and Trust Company burst a
European speculative bubble in United States'
railroads and caused a loss of confidence in
American banks)

1879 - Thomas Edison invents the incandescent
light bulb, allowing factories to remain open
after dark

1796 - Panic of 1796 caused by global decline
after French Revolutionary Wars

1807 - Robert Fulton starts the first successful
steamboat
1811 - The first steamboat sails the Mississippi
River
1812 - War of 1812, caused an economic rise
because of wartime manufacturing

1861-1865 - Civil War (caused deflation but also
gains because of manufacturing)
1865 - Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution abolishes slavery
1866 - National Labor Union founded

1881 - McCormick invents the mechanical
harvester
1882 - Immigration Act of 1882 passes and
imposes a tax on immigrants and bans
convicts, lunatics, idiots and potential future
criminals from entering the U.S.

1869 - Transcontinental Railroad completed

1882 Chinese Exclusion Act bans Chinese
laborers from entering the country for ten years
and denies Chinese immigrants the path to
citizenship Figure 22. Economic Effects

1869 - Black Friday, 9/24, gold panic was
caused by 2 speculators, Gould and Fisk, also
called the Gold Ring, to corner the gold market
on the New York Gold Exchange

1884 - Panic of 1884, caused by gold reserves in
Europe depleting, and NYC national banks
halted investments in the US and called in
outstanding loans (failures)

1831 - Cyrus McCormick invents the mechanical reaper

1870 Fifteenth Amendment of the Constitution
adopted

1836 - American Stock Exchange Founded

1870 - Rockefeller Incorporates Standard Oil

1886 - Haymarket Riot, a rally in Chicago for
striking workers from McCormick Harvester
Works, ended violently and cast a shadow on
unions

1837 - Panic of 1837, caused by bank failures,
lack of confidence in the paper currency,

1872 Crédit Mobilier Scandal, government

1817 - New York Stock Exchange is founded
1817 - Erie Canal construction begins
1820 - US Industrial Revolution begins
1825 - Erie Canal construction ends
1830 - 1st American Steam Locomotive
Completed

1869 - Colored National Labor Union formed

31

1872 - Carnegie Imitates Bessemer Steel

2018 - Logistics, financial services and
commerce are now the city's major economic

World War
I
base

1844 - Samuel Morse invents the telegraph

1795 - Naturalization Act of 1790 is amended
and extends the residency requirement to five
years

1942

1921 - "Betty Crocker" is created 1932
1928 - General Mills founded in Minneapolis,
when Washburn-Crosby merged with several
other regional milling companies

1987 - Mississippi River floods 8+ ft

1790 - First US census (almost 4 million)

1793 - Eli Whitney invents the cotton gin

1943

1965 - Washburn A Mill closes

spurs manufacturing industries to open (grain was
still the economic staple, but with the railroad,
paper mills, cotton, wool, wood-planing mills, an
iron foundry and engineering works serving the
railroad came)

1867 - Mississippi River floods 12+ ft

1941

1906 - Hennepin Island Hydroelectric Plant 1935
1933
construction begins
1929
1926
1924lumber
1919 - Last
mill closes

1952 - Mississippi river floods 20.4 ft

1901 chartered as a city
1867 - 1898
Minneapolis
1894 1867 - Railroad linking Minneapolis with Chicago,

1790 - Naturalization Act says that
unindentured white males must live in the US
for two years before becoming citizens

1815-1821 - Post War of 1812 depression

Alternative Urbanisms

1822 - A lumber mill and a grist mill are built on
the falls to supply the fort

1956 - I-10 is constructed and connects New Orleans
nationally
1958 - First Mississippi River Bridge opens

1966 - First modern skyscraper

1881 - Minneapolis Grain Exchange forms,
regional cash marketplace to promote fair
trade and to prevent trade abuses in wheat,
oats and corn

1819 - Fort Snelling is constructed, encouraging
settlement from the east

1940 - Federal Government encourages petrochemical refining capability
1941 - Major ingress and egress for material and
troops, base for ships and aircrafts, and manufacturing center during World War II
1950 - Major ingress and egress for material and
troops, base for ships and aircrafts, and manufacturing center during World War II

1869

1881 - Pillsbury A Mill opens, the largest mill in
the world for three decades

1805 - Lieutenant Zebulon Pike negotiates a treaty
with Dakota Indians, to acquire lands that are now
Minneapolis

1927 - Mississippi River flood threatens New Orleans.
Federal policies control flood walls, spillways, etc
1937 - Housing Authority clears historic neighborhood to construct subsidized housing projects

1960 - Oil and gas industry rises. Oil brings professionals and triggered construction of skyscrapers. Port
1888
related employment declines
1884 1886
1879 1882
1965
Hurricane
1875 Betsy
1877 strikes
1872 -1873

1880 - Second Washburn A Mill opens

1886 - American Federation of Labor is formed

Great
Mississippi
Flood of 1927

1940

1945 - The war ended and led to the closing of factories
and caused major layoffs
1953 - More than 6,100 units of public housing

1890 - St. Louis is known for pollution from indus100,000,000

1803 - The land on the west side of the river
becomes part of the Louisiana Purchase

1918 - Dock Board excavated Industrial Canal to
connect river and lake to provide shortcut to gulf
1920 - New Orleans promoted as a tourist destination

1840 - Ranked fourth busiest commercial port in
western world. Destrehan Canal dug to connect the
Mississippi River with Bayou Barataria
1850 - “Cotton District” forms and becomes New
Orleans’ Wall Street
1851 - 52,011 immigrants arrive to New Orleans
1860 - Ice manufacturing and refrigerated shipping
from New Orleans. Railroads connect city with
points east
1861 - Louisiana secedes from the Union. New
Orleans occupy the city May 1862. Shipping commerce interrupted
1875 - Sedimentation delays shipping traffic. Jetties
constructed at South Pass, deepen
channel,
allow 1865 1866
1861
1856 1857
1852
1847to enter
vessels
the1853
river
1846
1877 - Federal troops withdraw and the reconstruction era ends
1879 - Mississippi River commission ends era of localisms. Federal authority over flood and navigation
1880s - Era of innovation in electrification, transportation, and communications

1878 - Washburn A Mill explodes, killing 18
workers and destroying 1/3 of the west side
mill district

1787 - The land on the east side of the river
becomes part of the Northwest Territory

1900 - Dock board modernized port facilities, civic
improvements, creation of Public Belt Railroad
1905 - New home construction in Lakeview subdivision
1917 - Xavier University founded first black institution

1836 - Municipal market system expansion begins

1941 - St. Louis Ordinance Plant World War II ammunition factory
1944 - First municipal integration ordinance allowing
African Americans to eat at city owned lunch counters

1875 - Minneapolis Street Railway company
began (horse drawn carriages) (changed to
Twin City Rapid Transit)

MINNEAPOLIS

1930

1930 - City allocated funds towards relief operations for
unemployment. The New Deal employed 1000s with
the PWA programs
1939 - St. Louis smog blackened the sky, which created
a ban on low quality coal. The problem was solved with
natural gases for heating

1874 - First Washburn A Mill opens

2015 - Louisiana becomes 3rd most productive
state in the film industry

1896 - Drainage system installed to removed runoff,
urban developments spreads toward the lake, public
facilities segregated by race
1899 - Bananas imported from Central America

1812 - Louisiana becomes 18th state
1825 - Erie Canal connects Great Lakes with
Hudson River. Louisville and Portland Canal circumvents Ohio River and provided uninterrupted
shipping to Pittsburgh
1830 - Pontchartrain Railroad and New Basin Canal
give city access to lake trade
1834 - First gas company brings fuel to the city
1835 - Carrollton Railroad installed precipitating
uptown development

1872 - Minneapolis and St. Anthony merge into
Minneapolis

1920

considered citizens
1861 - Civil War Battle of Camp Jackson is fought
in St. Louis
1876 - The current border is established because
of a voter approved separation from St. Louis
200,000,000
County, establishing a home rule charter
1880 - Brewing is the city’s largest industry. New
industries are flour milling, slaughtering, paper
making, machining, and tobacco processing
Regulation on pollution are more strictly enforced
in particular areas, encouraging factories to
150,000,000
concentrate in industrial districts
1874 - The Eads Bridge is constructed, making St.
Louis an important link in continuing the growth
of transcontinental rail travel

1895 - Tulane University attracts well educated

NEW ORLEANS

1870 - Minneapolis is the country’s top
producer of flour

2008 - Wave of people in digital, finance, media,
entertainment, and cultural economy
2011 - Shipbuilding operations halt, bringing new
industrial tenants

1910

1840-1860 - Immigration explosion (predominantly
Germans and Irish)

try. The major pollutants are from brick firing, lead
dust from paint making, grain swill from beer and
liquor, and coal dust and smoke
St. Louis is the 4th largest city and the US Census
declared that the frontier had closed and America
had no further undiscovered land. More than
50,000,000
6,148 factories exist
1891 - Wainwright is the tallest building in the
1815
city and at the1803
time and it1807
was an example
of
1811 1812
1801
early skyscraper design

1982 - Operation Brightside beautification through
planting and graffiti cleanup
1984 - Operation SafeStreet safety program
blocked access to certain streets and provided low
cost security measures to homeowners. Crime
declined
1985 - Union station is rehabbed and reopened as a
festival marketplace
1991 - Tax reform slowed growth considerably
The Great Mississippi River flood detracted from
urban revitalization efforts

1916 - Residential segregation ordinance passed
which limited the ability of white owners to sell to
African Americans
1917 - East St. Louis riot
1919 - Nationwide prohibition of alcohol brought
losses to the St. Louis brewing industry
1927 - Charles Lindbergh flies across the Atlantic non
stop in an airplane called “Spirit of St. Louis” and
departs from Lambert Field in St. Louis
1928 - City of St. Louis purchased the airport from
Lambert and created the first municipally owned
airport in the US
1929 - Manufacturing output fell by 57%

250,000,000
1857 - Supreme Court ruled that slaves couldn’t be

1890 - Purification and distribution brings the city to
the modern age of municipal water systems
1893 - Streetcar lines are electrified

1981 - Election of Governor Vincent Schloemehl

1900

1894 - Union Station opened and more railroads
met in St. Louis than any other city
1904 - World’s Fair: Louisiana Purchase Exposition
took place, celebrating the 100th anniversary of the
Louisiana Purchase. 20 million visitors and exhibits
from 43 countries over seven months. New inventions
including the ice cream cone and iced tea

1890

1803 - Missouri becomes a state with the Louisiana Purchase
1823 - St. Louis is incorporated as a city
1825 - First steamboat arrived (Zebulm M. Pike)
and makes St. Louis the northernmost navigable
350,000,000
port for large riverboats, creating a bustling inland
port
1842 - Adam Lemp immigrates from Germany and
introduces larger beer. By 1954 there are 25 breweries and 40 by 1860.
1949 - Cholera epidemic killed almost 5,000 people
300,000,000
leading to a new sewer system and the draining of
mill ponds. Cemeteries were moved to the outskirts
to reduce groundwater contamination.

1880

Environmental

1801 - Eli Whitney demonstrates

600,000
Interchangeable Parts

1917

1913 - Sixteenth Amendment is ratified,
income tax

1933

1929
1947 - International Organization for
1927
Standardization Founded

1913 - Federal Reserve Act

1870

Movement of Industry

1860

Industry Change

1853 - Elisha Otis invents the elevator safety
break

1875 - Page Act passed as US’s first exclusionary
act, banning criminals, prostitutes, and Chinese
contract laborers from entering the country

1945 - WWII ends

1912 - Bread and Roses strike begun by immigrant women in Lawrence, Massachusetts,
ended with 23,000 men, women and children
on strike and with as many as 20,000 on the
picket line

1892 - Geary Act passes, strengthens the
Chinese Exclusion Act by requiring Chinese
laborers to carry a resident permit at all times
and failure to do so could result in deportation
or hard labor, and extends the ban on Chinese
becoming citizens for another 10 years

1875 - Specie Resumption Act (paper money is
the legal tender, no longer only gold and silver)

1852 - Wells Fargo founded (providing mail,
freight, transportation, and banking services)

1796 - Panic of 1796 caused by global decline
after French Revolutionary Wars

1850

New Innova�on

1930
1943 - Chinese Exclusion Repeal Act allows
1928 to the US
Chinese workers to immigrate

1911 - Triangle Shirtwaist factory fire in New
York kills nearly 150 workers

1892 - Homestead Steel Strike, Carnegie Steel
plant shuts down during a strike after failed
negotiations with unions

1873 - Coinage Act, made silver not able to be
considered full US tender because of the low
price of silver, placing the US on the gold
standard

1840

Transporta�on & Connec�vity

1846-1848 - Mexican-American War (economic
rise due to manufacturing and gaining new
territories)
1847 - New Hampshire enacts first state 10
hour-day law

1793 - Eli Whitney invents the cotton gin

Immigra�on

1890 - Sherman Anti-Trust Act Passes, limits
monopolies

1873 - Panic of 1873,caused by the failure of Jay
Cooke & Company, the largest bank in the
United States

1846 - Elias Howe invents the sewing machine

1790 - Naturalization Act says that

unindentured white males must live in the US
800,000
for two years before becoming citizens

1830

Economic Growth/Crisis

1844 - Samuel Morse invents the telegraph

1790 - First US census (almost 4 million)

Mississippi River Flooding

1820

KEY
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We created a timeline of the key economic events in the three selected cities as well as the US. The events are denoted
with icons representing key components of the economic rise and fall. These include: flooding, economic growth or crisis,
war and impact of war, immigration, transportation and connectivity, new innovation, unions and riots, industry change,
movement of industry, legislation, development and construction, and environmental impacts. The lines track population
showing a its relationship to economic events. The key overlapping trends were the result of a regional/national event,
which are highlighted in the timeline. The events include: the construction of the Erie Canal, construction of railroads, rise
in manufacturing, the peak of manufacturing industry and the reconstruction era post Civil War, World War I, the Great
Mississippi Flood of 1927, the Great Depression countered by the New Deal Programs, World War II, industry leaving
America resulting in an overall population decline, 9/11, and the Great Recession.
We tracked unemployment trends in the three key cities based on key events like major companies leaving the cities and
layoffs. The graph shows unemployed persons. At the height is the highest point of unemployment. In Minneapolis these
events included Pillsbury layoffs, poultry plant layoffs, tractor plant layoffs, machine manufacturer layoffs, housing market
crash, and Seagate layoffs. In St. Louis the events were McDonnell Douglas Corporation layoffs, Defense Department
scrapping A-12 attack aircraft, Ford layoffs, Boeing Layoffs, and Hardy’s headquarters moving to Nashville. In New Orleans
the events were local government program layoffs, Hurricane Katrina, and Northrup Grumman Corporation Shipyard
closing.
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Cannabis

Figure 24. Marijuana Greenhouse
“Marijuana Industry Boosts Demand for Tri-county Industrial Space.” Pacific Coast Business Times.

By inserting a new industry into the Mississippi River
region, economic stimulation can occur in the area.
Cannabis, both hemp and marijuana, is a growing
industry that primarily exists on the edges of the
country; stimulating economies, creating tax revenue,
and decreasing unemployment. If this industry were
to be introduced to the middle of the country, it could
help the middle be relevant once again. Because of its
agricultural production, it is an ideal industry for the
region, in that the skill set and infrastructure is already
present. On the industrial scale, hemp can be used
for textiles, food production, and biofuels.1 By using
this as a rotating crop within the existing agricultural
infrastructure, along with corn and soybeans, this can
greatly reduce soil degradation, which is common in
the Midwest due to industrial farming. Hemp is grown
in typical agricultural field conditions that exist in rural
areas, whereas marijuana is grown in greenhouses,
which can occur in any typology. Marijuana is a

smaller scale industry, but has the opportunity to
become larger through medical research grants from
universities and pharmaceutical companies.
Cannabis has had a long history in the United States
as far as its origins, legalization, criminalization,
etc. Hemp was very important agriculturally during
the United States’ early history when the colonies
were established. The growing of hemp was highly
encouraged for the production of rope, sails, and
clothing. In 1619 Virginia required hemp to be grown
on every farm because it was so valuable for its
subsequent industries. The crop was such an asset that
in Virginia, Pennsylvania and Maryland it was a form
of currency. The use and growing of hemp reached
its peak by the end of the Civil War when cotton was
introduced. However, at that time, marijuana was
gaining traction and was beginning to be used in
medicine.2 In the late nineteenth century it was openly

sold in public pharmacies.
In 1910 marijuana was introduced as a recreational
drug after Mexican refugees brought marijuana to the
US when they fled from the Mexican Revolution. With
the introduction of recreational marijuana came the
fear of the drug and the prejudice about the Spanish
speaking immigrants associated with marijuana. Anti
drug campaigns began referring to it as “Marijuana
Menace” and attributed crimes to the plant and those
who use it. In the following decades recreational
marijuana grew in popularity among specific
communities. In the 1950s the Beat Generation,
a group who was in favor of artistic freedom and
bohemian ideals, emerged. They were among
one of the first groups to fully embrace marijuana
as a recreational drug, as a position of opposing
conventional society.3

1. Cadena, Aaron. “Hemp vs Marijuana: The Difference Explained – CBD Origin – Medium.” Medium.com. September 10, 2018.
2. “The Complicated History of Cannabis in the US.” History.com.
3. ibid.
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Figure 25. Medical Marijuana Quality Control
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The criminalization of marijuana began during
the era of prohibition in the middle of the Great
Depression. With the country in a state of economic
and social despair, the government eagerly sought
out a scapegoat. This scapegoat was marijuana and
the people who were using it; the Mexican and Black
communities. The government portrayed the drug and
the people who were using it as a threat to the country
that was seemingly already hitting rock bottom. As
a result, the country began the process of banning
marijuana. By 1931 twenty nine states outlawed
marijuana and in 1937 the Marijuana Tax Act was
passed, making the plant illegal in the United States.
Only those who paid excise tax for authorized medical
and industrial uses could have restricted limited
possession.
During World War II the hemp industry spiked
because of its use and value for producing military
materials such as parachutes and marine cordage.
The government was encouraging people to grow
hemp to the point of handing out free seeds and draft
deferments for people who were willing to stay home
and grow hemp. As a result there were 375,000 acres
of hemp harvested by 1943.
Between 1951 and 1956 the federal government
began enacting harsher punishments for possession
of marijuana. These laws set mandatory sentences
for marijuana offenses; starting with a first time
possession offense resulting in a 2-10 year prison
sentence and a fine of up to $20,000. Despite the
harsher punishments the use of marijuana was
growing in popularity among all demographics,
including white middle and upper classes. This was
because of the combination of the changing political
and cultural climates and studies by President Kennedy
that show that marijuana did not lead to violent
behavior and also did not result in the use of heavier
drugs. 4
The War on Drugs, started by Richard Nixon in 1971,
created an even greater stigma against marijuana
and caused incarceration rates and violence between
gangs to spike, as well as prejudices based on race,
ethnicity, and income levels. This caused many “tough
on drug” laws that placed thousands in jail for life
for low level drug possessions and sales, particularly
those of black and Latino descent. These laws were
many times skewed in ways that would target the Black
and Latino communities. An example of this was the
criminalization of selling powder vs. crack cocaine.
Both having the same chemical makeup, but powder
became less of a crime because of its frequent (and
open) use among white Wall Street Bankers.5
With the cannabis industry becoming legalized in many
states, the opportunities to make money by opening
dispensaries or growing cannabis has allowed many
people to thrive financially. However, there are always
hidden ways that keep minorities from taking part in
this rapidly growing economy. For example, former
felons are not able to open dispensaries, despite the
fact that many times they were arrested on low level
drug charges but given a harsher punishment because
they were a minority. A similar issue could occur for

the small business owners that are taking advantage
of the new industry if large scale corporations were to
take part in selling cannabis.6 Would the acceptance
from a major company such as a pharmaceutical giant
change the perception of cannabis sales in America?
An example of a taboo product that was re-branded
by pharmaceuticals is Viagra, an issue that was never
discussed, but has now been completely accepted
by society. Could the pharmaceutical industry do the
same for cannabis?
If this were to happen, the economic boom would
no longer be at a local scale, but at the hands of the
already rich and powerful. With that kind of influential
backing, the cannabis industry could really take off on a
larger scale, creating jobs and economic opportunities
for subsequent businesses. One could argue that the
reduction of stigma against cannabis products could
lead to lower sentencing of low level drug possessions
and less targeting of minority neighborhoods for
possession searches.
The medicinal qualities of cannabis have been proven.
Currently approximately 85 percent of Americans
are in support of legalizing medical cannabis and
it is estimated that several million Americans are
currently using it medically.7 One branch of medical
cannabis derived from the hemp plant is cannabidiol,
also known as CBD. This strain of cannabis has little
to no intoxicating properties and is therefore one of
the least controversial and on the forefront of the
industry with multi level marketing schemes and wide
acceptance. CBD has no THC (tetrahydrocannabinol),
the active component in marijuana that causes the
high. The benefits of CBD include relief of insomnia,
anxiety, spasticity, and relieve pain for life threatening
conditions like epilepsy.
As far as medical marijuana, the most common use is
for pain relief and control. Medical marijuana eases
nerve pain, particularly multiple sclerosis, which
few other options are able to do. The other options
that exist are sedating and interfere too much with
everyday life, something that does not occur as a
result of using medical marijuana. Medical marijuana
is not strong enough to cure severe pain like a broken
bone but is extremely effective with chronic pain,
especially that comes with age. One of the main
appeals of medical marijuana is the effect that it
could have for the opiates crisis. Instead of turning
to more intense drugs for chronic pain relief there is
opportunity for a safer, non addictive alternative. A
study done found that Medicare Part D prescriptions
filled for opioids decreased dramatically in states
with medical marijuana legalization.8 On a less severe
scale, medical marijuana can also replace Advil, which
is known to cause liver and kidney issues if used too
frequently. People who suffer from Parkinson’s disease,
fibromyalgia, endometriosis, interstitial cystitis, and
many other conditions credit medical marijuana as
a muscle relaxant unlike any other prescribed drug.
Medical marijuana not only has benefits for physical
ailments but also emotional. There has been extensive
research done on its use for veterans who suffer from
PTSD.9 The studies unanimously show that patients
who use medical marijuana report that their symptoms

have greatly decreased.
The two strains of cannabis, marijuana and hemp,
are able to be grown at multiple scales, allowing the
industry to be able to be successful on the larger,
industrial scale with hemp’s ability to be spun into
textiles, and on a smaller scale with medical marijuana.
Because there are two different scales that require
different growing conditions, there will need to be
different architectural typologies. The greenhouse
that regulates and gives security to the marijuana
production can be inserted into almost any site, giving
it great flexibility. However, for hemp to be profitable,
a large quantity must be produced, limiting it to larger
scale farms and rural areas. By substituting hemp for
other products, such as paper, less trees would have to
be cut down, improving the environment.
At the federal level, marijuana remains classified
as a Schedule I substance under the Controlled
Substances Act, considering it to have a high potential
for dependency and no accepted medical use, making
distribution of marijuana a federal offense. In 2009,
the Obama Administration sent a memo to federal
prosecutors encouraging them not to prosecute
people who distribute marijuana for medical purposes
in accordance with state law. In 2013, the U.S.
Department of Justice announced an update to their
marijuana enforcement policy. The statement read
that while marijuana remains illegal federally, the
USDOJ expects states to create “strong, state-based
enforcement efforts.... and will defer the right to
challenge their legalization laws at this time.” The
department also reserves the right to challenge the
states at any time they feel it’s necessary. However, in
2018, Attorney General Sessions issued a Marijuana
Enforcement Memorandum, that overturned the
previous policy, which allows federal prosecutors
to decide how to prioritize enforcement of federal
marijuana laws. States with medical marijuana laws
generally have a patient registry, which may provide
protection against arrest for possession of a certain
amount for personal medicinal use.10 Marijuana
merchants are protected by a provision in the federal
budget that prohibits the Justice Department from
spending money to block state laws that allow
medicinal cannabis.11
The cannabis industry is the most viable programmatic
insertion into the Mississippi River territory due to its
many routes of production, including medical products,
textiles, biofuels, and other subsequent industries. The
existing infrastructure of the agriculture industry in this
zone allows for it to seamlessly integrate into the crop
rotation, reducing soil degradation of big farms. It has
the most promise for economic stimulation at both the
local and larger territory level. Cannabis, in the form
of hemp and marijuana, has been deeply enrouted in
the history of the United States (with mixed emotions).
Deriving the programmatic insertion from the
agricultural heritage of the Midwest and the cannabis
heritage of the United States, this intervention looks
back on the past while creating an effect that will be
felt into the future.

4. Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopaedia. “Beat Movement.” Encyclopædia Britannica. September 17, 2013.
5. JAY Z, MOLLY CRABAPPLE, JIM BATT, KIM BOEKBINDER and DREAM HAMPTON. “Jay Z: ‘The War on Drugs Is an Epic Fail’.” The New York Times. September 15, 2016.
6. ibid.
7. Grinspoon, Peter. “Medical Marijuana.” Harvard Health Blog. January 09, 2018.
8. Bradford, Ashley C., W. David Bradford, Amanda Abraham, and Grace Bagwell Adams. “Association Between US State Medical Cannabis Laws and Opioid Prescribing in the
Medicare Part D Population.” JAMA Internal Medicine178, no. 5 (2018)
9. Grinspoon, Peter. “Medical Marijuana.” Harvard Health Blog. January 09, 2018.
10. Hanson, Karmen, and Alise Garcia. “STATE MEDICAL MARIJUANA LAWS.” Affirmative Action | Overview.
11. Chilkoti, Avantika. “States Keep Saying Yes to Marijuana Use. Now Comes the Federal No.” The New York Times. July 15, 2017.
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STATE

LEGAL STATUS

DECRIMINALIZED

Recreational

No

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Medical

Yes

VERMONT

Medical

No

Recreational

No

NEW YORK

Medical

Yes

PENNSYLVANIA

Medical

No

RHODE ISLAND

Medical

Yes

Recreational

Yes

MARYLAND

Medical

Yes

NEW JERSEY

Medical

No

CONNECTICUT

Medical

Yes

OHIO

Medical

Yes

MICHIGAN

Medical

No

FLORIDA

Medical

Yes

LOUISIANA

Medical

No

OKLAHOMA

Medical

No

ARKANSAS

Medical

No

ILLINOIS

Medical

Yes

MINNESOTA

Medical

Yes

NORTH DAKOTA

Medical

No

MONTANA

Medical

No

WASHINGTON

Recreational

No

OREGON

Recreational

No

NEVADA

Recreational

No

CALIFORNIA

Recreational

No

ARIZONA

Medical

No

NEW MEXICO

Medical

No

COLORADO

Recreational

No

ALASKA

Recreational

No

HAWAII

Medical

No

MAINE

MASSACHUSETTS

WASHINGTON DC
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YEAR LEGALIZED # OF DISPENSARIES

LOCATION

TAX REVENUE

2016

8

Edge

$83.4 million

2013

4

Edge

$58 million

2018

5

Edge

$2.8 million

2016

39

Edge

$106 million

2014

22

Edge

$3.1 billion

2016

35

Edge

$581 million

2006

3

Edge

$60.2 million

2014

5

Edge

$17.7 million

2014

63

Edge

$13.9 million

2016

6

Edge

$60 million

2012

9

Edge

$50 million

2016

56

Middle

$34.8 million

2008

52

Edge

$633 million

2016

59

Edge

$17.4 million

2018

1

Middle

$13 million

2018

96

Middle

$8.3 million

2016

1

Middle

$6.7 million

2014

55

Middle

$221 million

2014

8

Edge

$9.6 million

2016

8

Edge

$1.6 million

2004

87

Edge

$31.8 million

2012

423

Edge

$315 million

2015

576

Edge

$70 million

2016

65

Edge

$102.7 million

2016

434

Edge

$2.75 billion

2010

112

Edge

$406.7 million

2007

89

Edge

$4.9 million

2012

682

Middle

$247 million

2014

69

Edge

$12 million

2000

6

Edge

$17.2 million

Figure 26. Marijuana Legalization Matrix
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40

Medical
Recreational
Illegal
Figure 27. Marijuana Legalization Map
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2001

2002

2003
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2005

RI

NM

2006

2007

NV
MA
ME
DC

CA
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PA

WA
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DC
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MA

NH
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OK
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LA
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Medical
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Illegal
Figure 28. Marijuana Legalization Timeline
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Cannabis

Hemp

Marijuana

44

Form

Uses
Sustainable products,
Textiles, Medicine,
Biofuel, Rope, Paper,
Hemp Oil, Hemp
Seeds

Recreational Use,
Medicine

Growing Conditions
Reaches 16ft tall and
root taps down 1ft,
well drained soil with
Ph above 6.0, rainfall
of 25-30 inches per
year

Indoor growing with
grow room, cool dry
area, natural light
protected, HID grow
lights, 3 month cycle

Pros

Subsequent
Industries

Natural weed
suppression, no
pesticides required, Clothing retail, Food
pollen isolation, soil products, Industrial
improvement in crop
production
rotation, deep roots
are soil aerator
Controlled
environment,
maximize harvest
output, hygienic
environment

Medical research,
Clinics, Dispensaries,
Food products

Figure 29. Cannabis Matrix
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Corn Yield

Soybean Yield

Rice Yield

Marijuana Placement

Figure 30. Corn Yield
Figure 31. Soybean Yield
Figure 32. Rice Yield
Figure 33. Marijuana Placement
46

We mapped out the density of existing agricultural systems that exist along the Mississippi River. These include corn,
soybeans, and rice yields. The darkest color represents the areas with the highest yield and the lightest color the lowest
yield. This shows how heavily the Midwest and Mississippi region relies on agriculture. With the Trump administration’s
recent tariffs against China (the main destination of soybean exports) it is predicted that there will be a decline in the
agriculture industry, leaving a void for our proposed cannabis intervention. Layering all of the maps together we were able
to determine the highest yielding land, which will be the best suited for cannabis production.
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Figure 34. Urban to Rural Zones
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With the selection of cannabis as our industry, we defined zones in Minneapolis, St. Louis, and New Orleans that span
from an abandoned post-industrial urban site along the Mississippi to nearby rural zones. We are interested in the division
of typologies that exists in the United States today, specifically territories like the Midwest. Our intervention will bridge
the gap between these typologies by defining an industry that requires both. The bridging between typologies can foster
economic growth for the greater region including all types of people, rather than just large corporations that would only
exist in the urban zones. The colors represent the different typologies of urban, industrial, suburban, rural.
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38.1 mi

34.1 mi

29.6 mi

39.6 mi

35.4 mi

25.4 mi

Figure 35. Urban Rural Zones Mapping
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38.1 mi

34.1 mi

29.6 mi

39.6 mi

35.4 mi

25.4 mi

Figure 35. Urban Rural Zones Mapping
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+

Rural - Hemp Production

+

Suburban - Marijuana Production

Figure 37. St. Louis Sites
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Urban - Distribution Hub & Subsequent Industries

In St. Louis we selected three sites because of the nature of the cannabis industry. Hemp is grown in typical agricultural
field conditions that exist in rural areas and marijuana is grown in greenhouses, which can occur in any area. Using our
abandoned post-industrial site along the Mississippi River as the distribution hub and complex for subsequent industries,
the marijuana greenhouses located in abandoned suburban plots, and the hemp production in nearby rural fields, we can
bridge the gap between typologies.
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> 75% Tree Cover
50%-75% Tree Cover
25%-50% Tree Cover
< 25% Tree Cover
Frequent Flood Area
Prime Farm Land

Figure 38. Land Use Collage
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This collage looks at the land use of the Mississippi River territory and the high levels of farmland in the region, along with
tree cover and high flood zones that affect agricultural zones. The overlaid collages are narratives about the blurring of
typologies that occur as a result of the connection between the urban and rural zones of our intervention.
Figure 39. Minneapolis Collage Urban to Rural
Figure 40. St. Louis Collage Urban to Rural
Figure 41. New Orleans Collage Urban to Rural
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A narrative on globalization and the center vs. edge relationship. The edges have more connections to outside resources
and markets, which has helped them flourish, while the middle is landlocked and primarily farm land. The placement of
the cannabis farm within the corn field is representative of our proposed industrial intervention.

Figure 42. Edge vs. Center Collage
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A statement on globalization with industry leaving America for manufacturing locations overseas. Comparing the
advanced infrastructure of one of these cities (China) to the former steamboat travel on the Mississippi.

Figure 43. Globalization Collage
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The separation between urban, suburban, and rural sites is extreme in America, similar to the effects of the Berlin Wall,
which separated one city into four.

Figure 44. Urban Rural Divide Collage
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The Tales of Huck Finn and Jim are quintessential to the Mississippi River and this collage highlights the changes from
nature and agriculture to the introduction of heavy manufacturing during the height of industry.

Figure 45. Industrial Mississippi Collage
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The juxtaposition between industry and agriculture and how our intervention is merging the two by using the old
abandoned factory typology with the proposed cannabis industry.

Figure 46. Agriculture Manufacturing Collage
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The insertion of the cannabis program creates a new form of manufacturing, which replaces the previous industry. The
economy that was once supported by manufacturing is now supported by cannabis.

Figure 47. New Industry Collage
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This image shows America’s acceptance of tobacco, which has created a multi-billion dollar industry, similar to our
proposed cannabis industry.

Figure 48. Tobacco Collage
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Comparing the nuclear disaster of Chernobyl, in which hemp was used to cleanse the earth of toxins, to St. Louis and the
failures of the previous attempts to revitalize the city with Pruitt Igoe.

Figure 49. St. Louis Chernobil Collage
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Design

Figure 50. Galerie of Machines, Dutert, 1889

Moving forward into the design phase, we studied neoisms in architectural history and the factory typology
to create a set of parameters to determine what is the
architecture of the neo-industrial in America. We are
defining neo as “a new ____,” so in our case, a new
industrial era. By looking at architectural precedents
we were able to draw comparisons between styles and
time periods, contrasting the neo with the original.
This allowed us to identify the differences and what
each style took from the previous. We will be using
these examples to guide our process of moving
architecturally into the neo-industrial era, taking
elements from the previous industrial age.

The precedents studied are all located in Europe,
where the industrial typology was more evolved than
in the US. The typical architecture of the industrial era
in the United States is primarily large scale factories,
which in many cases have now been abandoned.
Most factories have exposed steel structure, a primary
open floor plan with secondary spaces on the borders
to accommodate for large scale manufacturing and
storage. Materiality wise, they vary between brick,
concrete, and steel. The form acts as simply a container
for industry, lacking aesthetic integrity. The grain silo is
a symbol of industry in America, doubling down on the
infatuation of the container.

In studying the typology of the factory, we looked
at various precedents that exemplify industrialized
architecture, rather than allowing the program to be
inserted into an undefined mono-space. The examples
we chose approached the design through innovations
in structure, integrating program into the built form,
and highlighting the advances in technology of the
time period. We studied multiple eras to see how
the architecture of those times affected industrial
architecture and vice versa.

Because our intervention will affect multiple sites,
we will need to study each one individually as well
as how they interact as a whole. We will contextually
study all three sites at a large scale, diagrammatically
designing in the rural and suburban zones (cannabis
and marijuana production sites). This will be at the
scale of 1:50,000. The urban site along the Mississippi
River will be fully designed to the scale of the detail.
The former freight depot will be the hub for the
subsequent industries that cannabis will produce and
connect them
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to a larger system along the Mississippi River and the
Midwest as a whole.
Defining the architecture of the neo-industrial requires
answering key questions. These include: What purpose
will it need to serve? What program it will house?
How will it interact with the context? How can it act
as an apparatus for revitalization? Does it preserve or
disregard? How does the heritage of the site impact
formal moves? What will be its role in the future?
How it can more successfully age with the city? How
can the existing building be integrated into a larger
complex and re-suited to accommodate not only a
new industry but also the new cutting edge technology
of the current time? By drawing inspiration from our
precedents we will be able to answer these questions.

San Francisco
Ferry Building

San Francisco, CA

Ferry Port

Hamburg Science
Center

Hamburg, Germany

Empty Site

Zeitz Museum of
Contemporary Arts

Cape Town, South Africa

Grain Silo Complex

The Highline

New York, NY

Central Railway

Empire Stores
PROJECT

Brooklyn, NY
LOCATION

Civil War Storage
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Fiat Factory
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Paris,
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Paris,
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Paris,
France
Paris,
France

Mixed-Use
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of Architecture
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LowerSaxony,
Saxony,Germany
Lower
Germany

ORIGINAL USE

CURRENT USE

SUMMARY

WHAT WE’RE
USING

Fiat Car Factory

Mixed-Use

Synthesize &
Preserve

Existing Formal
Organization

Shoe Factory

Shoe Factory

--

--

Turbine Factory

--

--

Structure
Influencing form

Pavilion for the
Exposition Universelle

Demolished

Visible Structure

Visible Structure

Mixed-Use

Museum

IIT’s College of
Architecture

IIT’s College of
Architecture

Industry Aesthetic Mixing Aesthetics
Domestic Setting

Structure as
Ornament

Visible Structure

Figure 51. Precedent Matrix
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Greek to Roman : The translation of the pediment at various scales
Figure 52. Temple of Hera Paestum (460 BC)
Figure 53. Maison Carrée (12 BC)

Roman to Romanesque : The translation of the rounded arch from structure to ornament
Figure 54. Basilica of Maxentius and Constantine (312 AD)
Figure 55. Church of St Trophime (12th C)

Roman to Renaissance : The translation of the pediment at various scales. The pediment
is now at the size of window ornamentation
Figure 56. Maison Carrée
Figure 57. Laurentian Library (1571)

Roman to Neoclassicism : The translation of monumentality and the use of the
pediment as ornament rather than function
Figure 58. Maison Carrée
Figure 59. Metropolitan Cathedral, Etienne-Louis Boullée, 1770s
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Renaissance to Classical Revival: Using geometries, symmetry, and ornamentation
to give the impression of grandeur.
Figure 60. Dome Tempietto (1500)
Figure 61. US Capitol Building (1800)

Gothic to Gothic Revival: Using ornament without the need for structure
Figure 62. Duomo di Milano (1296)
Figure 63. Parliament Building (1876)

Gothic to Modernism: Structure is visible and becomes part of the ornament
Figure 64. Notre Dame (1163)
Figure 65. Seagram Building (1953)

Medieval to Modernism: Carving into walls to create rooms and deep set windows,
no longer a structural need but now an aesthetic
Figure 66. Medieval Castle sketches by Kahn
Figure 67. Notre Dame du Haut/Ronchamp, Le Corbusier (1955)
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Sands Casino

San Francisco
Ferry Building
Materiality
Hamburg Science
Center
Zeitz Museum of
Contemporary Arts

Context

The Highline

Empire Stores

Interior/Exterior
Rela�onships

Fiat Factory

Structure

Fagus Factory

AEG Turbine
Factory

Program

Galerie of Machines

Maison de Verre

Formal Organiza�on

Crown Hall
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Loca�on on Site
Connec�on to Context
Complex Organiza�on
Infrastructure
Field Condi�on
Landscaping
Rela�onship to Water

Reuse of Materials
Material Innova�on
Visible Structure
Structure Inﬂuencing Form
Use of Materials Being Made

Signage
Detailing
Nostalgia
Ornament

Retain Formal Organiza�on
Take Form and Shi�
Retain Exterior Form, Change Interior Organiza�on
Retain Interior Organiza�on
Use Exterior to Inﬂuence Interior
Program Inﬂuences Form

Mono Program
Mixed Program
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Criteria of Evaluation

Contextualization of Subject Matter
The recognition of the relationship between the present and past conditions is the basis of the thesis project as it seeks
to situate itself within the existing. The identification of connections and relationships between dichotomies that exist in
researched material should be reflected throughout the thesis. Creating a connection between the various components of
our thesis including the Mississippi River, the industrial, post-industrial, neo-industrial, the center vs. the edge, revitalizing
post-industrial sites, and the cannabis industry.
Explicitly Defined
The definitions of topics should act as a driver for the research process but should not be the only parameters set. Further
examination beyond the semantic value of terms should provide extensive understanding of vocabulary used within
discussions related to the thesis. In cases where specific terms are being explored in ways apart from the normative
definition, explicit definitions should be provided so as to allow for common understanding between students and
instructors.
Interdisciplinary Integration
Work produced within the course of the thesis preparation is to explore and utilize information and precedents from many
different disciplines outside the traditional realm of architecture. The sourcing and integration of interdisciplinary thoughts
and narratives will lend itself to creating a deeper pool of knowledge for the thesis project to be based on and further
situate the project within the existing discourse.
Distribution of Research, Produced Work and Presentation
Both members are responsible for an equal amount of work produced. The large volume of work expected at the end of
production is to be evenly delegated and it is expected that all work will be completed to a predetermined level of skill and
resolve. Adherence to all agreed upon deadlines is required. Likewise, both members are responsible for communicating
with one another, and when necessary with the advisors in a timely manner to allow for production of thesis work to
continue on schedule.
Connectivity Between and to Existing Areas of Architectural Discourse
The trajectory of the project should lend itself to possible continuation and development beyond the deadlines of the
thesis schedule. Contentions made within the thesis should provoke further academic thoughts and generate a dialogue.
Thesis projects do not necessitate the solving of a problem but must present a sound trail of logic in exploring concept and
relating it in depth to the existing material within the architectural scope.
Clarity
The scope of subject area for research should be narrow but deep. A specific area of focus should be chosen and
investigated with rigor. A high level of coherence between subject, research, intentions and relationships should be
apparent in all produced work. Each product or series of products should have the ability to be understood individually, as
well as work within the overarching scope of the project.
Graphic Consistency
Cohesion between all modes of presentation, is necessary for productive discussion and comparison of content towards a
greater understanding of the topic of study. Products within a singular thesis project should conform to a familial graphic
method of representation and presentation.
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